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Exterior Photo Instructions
-Pictures 1 through 8: Taken at standing eye level with the entire vehicle filling
the frame.

-Picture 9: Close-up of Tire and Wheel from a kneeling position with the whole
tire kept in the shot.

Interior Photo Instructions
-Picture 1: While standing in front of the driver side open door with the window
down take a picture of front seats or bench.
-Picture 2: Picture across rear seats or bench, if four door vehicle.
-Picture 3: Angled picture of entire dash.
-Picture 4: Picture of door panel from a kneeling position.
- Repeat pictures 1 through 4 on the passenger side.
-Picture 5: Close up picture of the instrument cluster, taken from the back seat.
-Picture 6: Close up picture of the odometer miles.
-Picture 7: Close up picture of Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) plate, (will
have to be taken through windshield if on dash).

Undercarriage and Engine Compartment Photo
Instructions
The following pictures are taken from the ground angled up slightly.
-Picture 1: Rear end and driveshaft.
-Picture 2: Rear drum or disc brake.
-Picture 3: Front drum or disc brake.
-Picture 4: Bottom of engine and transmission.
The following are taken with the hood up looking down at the engine
compartment.
Picture 5: Right side of engine from the right fender wall to the intake manifold.
Picture 6: Front of engine from the radiator to the firewall.
Picture 7: Left side of engine from the left fender wall to the intake manifold.

Identification Photo Instructions
The following pictures are taken close up and may need to use the Macro
function of your camera
-Picture 1: Current photo of the VIN tag, for late model car in the window, for
classics inside the door or stamped into the frame
-Picture 2: Odometer, this photo can be tough, we just need to be able to read
the mileage.
-Picture 3: Door Tag (Ford), Fender tag (Mopar) and Cowl Tag (Chevrolet), if
these are available, take a picture.
-Picture 4: Rear license plate, close up.
-Picture 5: Title and or registration, this is only used to verify the VIN, Year,
Make and Model of the car and address if same as where the final report will be
mailed.
Skip any of the aforementioned items that are not present.

